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why this is 
important...



agenda

online patient advocacy groups

effects on my own practice

importance of the public interacting with the medical 
literature

XMRV and CFS as a case study

what is CFS?

what is XMRV?



online patient advocacy 
groups

function of the Internet in bringing together 
communities

basis:

shared experience

need for specific education/support

patient rights (legislation, access to care)



online patient advocacy 
groups

how could such a group possibly be negative from a 
physician standpoint?

population that feels marginalized

diagnosis that is “controversial”

dispute over evidence for treatment options

perpetuation of belief systems

buy-in with emotion and hope at the expense of 
the scientific process



my own practice

I love my job! ...but...

most popular issue in my region: “chronic Lyme 
disease”

advocacy group influence:

IDSA lawsuit

disclaimer on professional guidelines



DISCLAIMER ALERT

“It is important to realize that guidelines cannot always 
account for individual variation among patients. They 
are not intended to supplant physician judgment with 
respect to particular patients or special clinical 
situations. The IDSA considers adherence to these 
guidelines to be voluntary, with the ultimate 
determination regarding their application to be made by 
the physician in the light of each patient's individual 
circumstances.”

CID. 2011;52(3):285-292



groups and the process of 
science

two issues working against them

the nature of medical studies

their consumption by the lay public, and their 
reporting by the lay media



perspective on the medical 
literature for the non-
medically trained



why so bloody important?

medical studies are both “easy” and “hard”

“easy” to read

“hard” to detect and overcome bias

massive in number

decreased physician time

superficial and sensational media coverage



sipping from a fire hydrant



science by press release

authors promoting their studies in the media around the 
time of publication

biased coverage and incorrect conclusions

examples:

Wakefield’s original Lancet article on measles and 
autism

XMRV and chronic fatigue syndrome

arsensic-utilizing bacteria



evidence-based medicine

a bit more than us just not making things up

term coined in 1991

“the integration of best research evidence with 
clinical expertise and patient values and 
circumstances”

“starts with the patient and ends with the patient”

speaks to the core values of SCIENCE



EBM hierarchy of evidence

all studies are not viewed equally

1.randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled 
trial

2.meta-analyses

3.other less rigorous trials

4.case reports and anecdotes

different groups have different grading schemes for 
how “good” the evidence is for a particular topic





which journals to read?

based on the Impact Factor - calculated from the 
average number of citations journal articles get over the 
two years after publication

New England Journal of Medicine

Lancet

Journal of the American Medical Association

Annals of Internal Medicine

British Medical Journal



purpose of medical studies

examples

look for risk factors for a disease

evaluate a screening test for a disease

examine a diagnostic test for a disease

evaluate therapies for a disease

examine the cost effectiveness of a test or 
treatment



types of medical studies

observational

retrospective v. prospective

cohort v. case control

interventional

superiority v. non-inferiority

efficacy v. effectiveness (“pragmatic”)

seeding trials



weaknesses of EBM

doesn’t take into account plausibility

EBM is a methodology

not the same as Science-Based Medicine

confusing and inadequate systems to describe the 
quality of evidence for a thing

meta-analyses are challenging to do well



structure of an article

abstract

introduction - logical framework for why we did the 
study

methods - very specific

results

conclusions - informed by other data, but specifically 
limited to the study itself

other



structure of an article

other

funding source and role

author affiliations and disclosures

references



how physicians deal with 
medical articles

1.read/skim the abstract

2.read/skim the article

3.deep reading of the article



how journalists deal with 
medical articles

many focus reporting on:

out-of-context sound bites

things most likely to trigger public fear-reflex

false balance

the good ones do, and limit the above

mission of journalism as “reporting” v. “education”



how drug/device companies 
deal with medical articles

research and development v. marketing department

goal is not to do science, but to make money

business agenda for nearly all industry-funded 
trials that are published

FDA approval for a new indication

enhance physician use of a drug

monitoring physician behavior



how I deal with medical 
articles

read the abstract conclusion

if interesting/relevant, read the “other”

then read whole abstract, and article with a skeptical 
eye

any signs of bias?

does the conclusion come from the study?

do the statistics seem sensible?



why do good journals 
publish crappy studies?

topic is deemed important, despite flaws

oversight

reprint rights from drug and device manufacturers



issues confronting the 
medical literature

much of the money and things to be studied are 
supplied by biased sources

authors are human

often make mistakes

sometimes lie



issues confronting the 
medical literature

public education about study results is primarily done 
by the media

badly

snake oil salesmen co-opting the weak spots of EBM 
to sell magic beans

non-standardized “grading” of evidence

non-standardized reporting mechanisms for journal 
article retraction



digital aspects of the 
medical literature

subscription/paywall access

changing paradigms - PLoS ONE & publication 
fees

dealing with back issues - NEJM

content delivery via RSS feeds

increased reliance on online-only content



chronic fatigue syndrome

prototype medical condition for considering the effect 
of patient advocacy groups on medicine

uncertain prevalence due to case definitions

maybe 1,000,000 people in US, 250,000 in 
UK

subject symptomatology with few objective 
findings

poor clinical consensus, with disputing the 
existence as a clinical entity



1994 CDC case definition
Have severe chronic fatigue for at least 6 months or longer that is not relieved 
by rest and not due to medical or psychiatric conditions associated with fatigue 
as excluded by clinical diagnosis; and

Concurrently have four or more of the following symptoms:

 ◦ self-reported impairment in short-term memory or concentration severe 
enough to cause substantial reduction in previous levels of occupational, 
educational, social, or personal activities

 ◦ sore throat that's frequent or recurring
 ◦ tender cervical or axillary lymph nodes
 ◦muscle pain
 ◦multi-joint pain without swelling or redness
 ◦ headaches of a new type, pattern, or severity
 ◦ unrefreshing sleep and
 ◦ post-exertional malaise (extreme, prolonged exhaustion and sickness 

following physical or mental activity) lasting more than 24 hours.
The fatigue and impaired memory or concentration must have impaired normal 
daily activities, along with other symptoms that must have persisted or recurred 
during 6 or more consecutive months of illness and must not have predated the 
fatigue.



a note about “It’s All In Your 
Head”



to the Googles!













XMRV

xenotropic murine leukemia virus-related virus

discovered in 2006

initially linked to prostate cancer prior to CFS

two further positive studies

numerous studies have refuted this link, including 
retesting of the original tissue samples in the 
positive study



XMRV in the literature

Lombardi et al. in Science, 2009

found evidence in 67% of 101 patients with CFS

present in 4% of healthy controls

rationale lacking to begin with

conclusions too strong for results

“science by press release”



XMRV in the literature

since then, one further positive study

numerous negative ones, most recently in the Journal 
of Infectious Diseases

included retesting prior samples, using the same viral 
primers and supplies

lab and technique comparisons suggest lab 
contamination

evidence virus arose in-lab in 2006



science-based conclusions

NO significant evidence that XMRV is a human 
pathogen

singling out XMRV made little sense to begin with

not 100% conclusive, but very compelling

prior probability seems very low



advocacy group reactions
despite the current state of the evidence, continue to 
include the possibility of XMRV as a causative agent

some patients demanding antiviral medications from 
their doctors

sense that people doing good science are biased if 
they are not supportive of XMRV in CFS

threatening legal action

splintering of physician groups, buy-in with “CAM”

hostility and not open to physician opinion



a note on being “open-
minded”



engaging with Internet 
patient groups

physicians need to actively, patiently, persistantly 
engage

better discussion of literature with patients

constraints of time, understanding of EBM

lay public needs to be skeptical of how the lay media 
reports on new studies

lay media = wikipedia

not be intimidated about going to the primary 
literature



websites of note

Retraction Watch - retractionwatch.wordpress.com

Science-Based Medicine - sciencebasedmedicine.org

Bad Science - badscience.net

Centre for Evidence Based Medicine - cebm.net

Cochrane Colaboration - cochrane.org



vaccine clinic at 
Dragon*Con!

Marriott 109

HIV testing

TDaP and influenza shots

free!



discussion

email: doc.operon@gmail.com

twitter: twitter.com/Cmaaarrr

facebook: facebook.com/Cmaaarrr

URL: saintnickanuck.com, thesecretlair.com

mailto:doc.operon@gmail.com
mailto:doc.operon@gmail.com

